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English 

This term we have read the book ‘Leaf’ by 

Sandra Dieckman. The children have written a 

range of text types including descriptive 

writing, stories and newspapers. They have 

been learning to use inverted commas to show 

speech and writing in paragraphs. 

                                                    
                         

PSHE        
    Our PSHE theme this term has been ‘Living in 

the Wider World.’  We took part in Safer Internet 

Day and Children’s Mental Health Week. We read 

the story Troll Stinks and wrote kind texts to little 

Troll to make her feel better after the goats had 

sent unkind texts.  We used the book ‘What’s Going 

on Inside My Head’ and discussed what mental 

health is and how to take care of ourselves to have 

a good mental health.  

           

 

  
Geography       

We have been learning about Italy and enjoyed 

locating cities throughout Italy. We have found 

out some human and physical features of Rome 

and Venice. We have been able to name some of 

the rivers in Italy and have found out about 

some of the delicious food Italians eat!       

                             

Science 

This term we have been geologists, learning about 

rocks and how they are formed. 

We have tested different rock samples of rock in 

order to find out more about their properties. 

We have also learned about fossils and how they 

were formed and where they might be found. 

 
 

French 

This term we have revised our knowledge of numbers, days of the week and months of the year. 

We are now able to name items around our classroom.   

We have been learning the names for the people in our families.  

Religious Education 

In RE this term we have been learning about how Christians see Jesus. We have looked at famous 

art work depicting Jesus and stories from the Bible to find out about what type of man he might 

have been. 

We finished the term learning about Easter and in particular Palm Sunday. We learnt about the 

story behind Jesus coming to Jeruselum and proclaiming himself to be King. We found out about 

Christian traditions at Easter time and finished the half term with our own Easter celebration. 

                                                                                                  

 

      

 


